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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Diversified Technical Systems, Inc. (DTS)
Receives Supplier Award from Toyota
DTS Recognized for Superior Quality & Technical Services

Seal Beach, CA (July 2013) – Diversified Technical Systems, Inc. (DTS), a global supplier of
data recorders and sensors for safety crash testing, won the Superior Performance for
Technical Services Award at Toyota Motor Engineering & Manufacturing North America, Inc.’s
(TEMA) 2013 Indirect Supplier Business Meeting held in Covington, Kentucky. DTS was one of
fourteen of TEMA’s suppliers receiving its highest performance award for exceeding the
company’s expectations in several categories.
DTS is proud to be a US-based supplier recognized for its
product and technical services that help contribute toward
making Toyota a leader in safety. “Knowing that Toyota relies
on DTS data acquisition systems to test safety features for
both vehicles and passengers makes us realize how much of
an impact our products have worldwide and not just in the test
labs,” said Steve Pruitt, president and co-founder of DTS.
In the United States alone, there are about 50,000 supplier
jobs dedicated to Toyota across more than 30 states. Toyota
collectively spent approximately $26 billion on parts, goods and
services last year in North America.

DTS North American Business Manager
Steve Moss (2nd from R) accepts a Superior
Performance Award from Toyota/TEMA
executives for exceptional Technical
Services.

About DTS: Founded in 1991, Diversified Technical Systems
manufactures data recorders and sensors that are used worldwide
in crash, blast and biomechanics testing performed by top
automakers, aerospace, the military and leading research facilities. A DTS helmet smart-sensor that
records head forces in an effort to improve soldier safety and reduce traumatic brain injuries was
named by the U.S. Army as “One of The Greatest Inventions.” DTS was also twice recognized by
Inc. Magazine as one of the fastest-growing private U.S. companies. Based in Seal Beach,
California, DTS has technical centers in Michigan, Australia, Germany & Japan. www.dtsweb.com
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